Abstract: This article presents the parallel implementation of the coupled harmonic oscillator. From the analytical solution of the coupled harmonic oscillator, the design parameters are obtained. After that, a numerical integration of the system with MATLAB, which is used as a tool of benchmark evaluation, is performed. Next, parallel implementation is performed using a well-known approach like OpenMP and WinAPI. Taking into account the errors of basic parameters of the simulated process, the generated oscillations of the proposed parallel realization are almost identical to the actual solution of the harmonic oscillator model. Test ways to optimize the parallel architecture of computing processes for software implementations of the considered application is carried out. The developed model is used to study a fixed priority scheduling algorithm for real-time parallel threads execution. The proposed parallel implementation of the considered dynamic system has an independent value and can be considered as a test for determining the characteristics of multi-core systems for time-critical simulation problems. Keywords: Harmonic oscillator; model; SMP; parallel programming; OpenMP;
Introduction
Study of dynamics objects, which consist of large number of inter-related elements, is an important task of design and maintenance of control systems. The real dynamic system contains multiple interconnected physical processes which change in time [1] . Analysis of the dynamics of real objects and control systems is carried out with the construction of mathematical models and their subsequent numerical analysis. The main requirement of similarity of the object and the model is the corresponding rate of change of the model and physical objects [2] . Components with dynamics, described by differential equations of harmonic oscillators with a predetermined frequency, are often used into models. Currently, the use of digital computers for control and monitoring of industrial processes has increased significantly, which makes the development of a digital model for harmonic oscillator an active research area.
As an object for research, consider the Van der Pol system [3] , which now is the standard model of oscillations theory and nonlinear dynamics. The model containing two mathematical pendulums is actively used in technical, biological and social systems. In general, the problem of multi-dimensional oscillators is reduced to solving the following system of differential equations:
where s is the number of degrees of freedom, i and j = 1, 2, ..., s and denote the generalized coordinates. Parameters and characterize the specific oscillator.
The choice of this object as a test to study the properties of numerical methods is justified by the fact that modelling of generators represents the greatest difficulties in modern design of devices. At the same time, the model of harmonic oscillators can be used as a test to study both digital delays for hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) as well as for software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulation systems and also as a test for information exchange performance in multi-core computing systems.
There are various technologies of parallel programming [4] [5] with different architectural approaches to the construction and implementation of digital models. Hereby, experiments are based on the use of symmetric multiprocessing parallel (SMP) systems with shared memory. Most effective, when creating parallel applications for the study of models of varying complexity, is to use the resources of Message Passing Interface (MPI) for distributed memory, Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP [4] ) for shared memory, or their hybrid variants. However, for SMP systems, it is preferable to use OpenMP.
This research considers the actual engineering problem of developing the harmonic oscillator model implemented with the use of parallel digital systems. Accordingly, ways to optimize the parallel architecture of computing processes are introduced for software implementations of the considered application.
Mathematical model of the coupled harmonic oscillator
Consider the model of free vibrations of masses connected by springs as shown in Figure 1 . The system of equations of the model is as follows: 0 0
where x 1 , x 2 , C 1 and C 2 are the displacement of masses m 1 and m 2 , and the spring rates, respectively. If and then (2) becomes:
The Wronskian determinant for this system is:
Such that: ; 
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Accordingly, we can write a fundamental system of solutions for (2) as the linear combination: cos sin cos sin
Oscillation of the values x 1 and x 2 are called the normal modes. Values and can be found by substituting into (2) or via the MATLAB solvers of computer modelling system [6] :
. The values of the amplitudes and phase shifts are determined by the initial conditions. It is important, that the simulated system has its own circular frequencies ( , ), which depend on the parameters of the physical system. This type of task prohibits conducting an analytical study in the presence of factors affecting the dynamics of coupled oscillators.
3. Model Development using MATLAB A complete description of the process of constructing a mathematical model of harmonic signals involves devices having non-linear elements with wide variation of parameters. An important characteristic is the stiffness of the system of differential equations [7] . In such complex problems, numerical integration using computer modelling systems gives the solution. MATLAB has been widely used to investigate the pendulum model [8] . Especially, MATLAB contains solvers for stiff and non-stiff problems.
Before the integration of Runge-Kutta methods, it's necessary to convert the system of equations (2) to the first order form.
The obtained results are used later for verification of this proposed implementation model. The corresponding MATLAB code is as follows:
D (1) nt software mo ts were perform main memory elopment of m work using. S nd others [9] . rogramming m es a parallel e ultaneously st cial Visual Stu orks as require g to latency is model of the finds the state itself and oth group execute s execution o eters for the O only one thr cessors/cores); a parallel task ads. is a multi-thr runs on multip ue "OMP_NU ed on a perso r the assessme n in Figure 3 programming techniques. At this point, it is worth to mention that one of the main problems of multi-threaded applications, for multi-core systems with shared memory is "data race" where more than one thread has access to the same variable [10] . Multi-core models threads are created in the application in a suspended state by the function "CreateThread (NULL, 0, Thread1, NULL, CREATE_SUSPENDED, & dwThreadID1)". They are executed by the function ResumeThread (hThread [i] ). To execute a destination thread by a specific core the API function "SetThreadAffinityMask (hThread [i],0x00000001)" is used. In the model, each oscillator differential equation is allocated for executing a separate thread on a single core.
Because there are data relationships between the threads of the system (2), there are possible read/write and write/write conflicts with simultaneous access to shared (global) variables for all threads GX1, GX2, GX3, and GX4. This is the most common difficult error to detect. To eliminate "data race", there are two ways [10] :
 Use of variables that are local to each thread (to identify and describe the common variables in the thread function), and allocate memory on the stack thread (allocate on thread's stack);  Control and synchronize the shared access to critical areas (lock, critical section, event, semaphore, mutex, etc). When using the first method, a shared resource at the start of treatment (e.g., global variables GX1 and GX2) is copied (X1 = GX1; X2 = GX2) in the fourth thread. Then it is released and the thread of work is free with his copy. It should be noted that the copy operation is atomic.
The "WaitFor" function is used to solve the problem of synchronization. "HANDLE" parameters can be carefully considered based on types of objects. These objects can be in two states: "signalled" and "nonsignalled". The "WaitFor" function expects the objects that are in "signalled". The thread uses the API function "WaitForMultipleObjects(4,pThread,TRUE,INFINITE)" and develops a common additional thread-function of application. Processing results of the error function calls are as follows:
voidThreadWaiter() { DWORD dwWaitResult; if (InterlockedDecrement(&Awaiter) == 0) { InterlockedExchange(&Awaiter, MAXTHREADS); SetEvent(hAwaitEvent); } else { dwWaitResult =WaitForSingleObject(hAwaitEvent, 1000); } ResetEvent(hAwaitEvent); } This user function of our program provides safe change of the variables contents, if they are related to several threads. The function"InterlockedExchange" performs atomic CPU inc/add instructions with a prefix blocking the CPU bus into our ThreadWaiter() function. CPU core cannot change/read memory until the end of the bus lock while the command is executed.
At the preparatory phase of the program, before the start of the cycle of modelling, the time of the execution threads model is determined using the following functions. To evaluate the performance of singletime threads, Windows system functions: "RDTSC" (instruction CPU), "GetSystemTime(), timeGetTime(), GetTickCount" can be used. The resolution is limited by the resolution of the system timer, which is typically has range of 10 milliseconds to 16 milliseconds [12] . But the following functions are used with high-resolution performance counters: "QueryPerformanceCounter" [13] , which retrieves the current value and "QueryPerformanceFrequency", which retrieves the frequency of the high-resolution performance counter. The results of the measurement of time carried out by a standard scheme: An additional mechanism is adopted to reduce the time delay of the phase variables of (2) through reducing the time spent on exchanging information between threads. Furthermore, it optimizes applications on the Intel platforms [15] . In this case, it is necessary to analyse the performance of the application at the architectural level, considering the features of the cache work and the throughput of the data bus [16] . Such features are characteristic for a specific processor model. The processor communicates data to/from the memory with the length of the cache line. The cache line of modern Intel/AMD processors has 64 bytes and is the smallest unit of data that can be transferred to or read from the memory [17] . The MESI protocol, which supports write-back cache, is used to ensure coherence of the processors' L1, L2, and L3 data cache [18] .
Two basic principles of the cache are used in the proposed model. The first principle is "spatial locality". Accordingly, the data (variables GX1, GX2, GX3, and GX4) in the model need to be combined into blocks with the size of the cache line. Also, the data must be aligned according to the rules that apply to the cache lines. In this case, the main problem is ensuring that the different memory addresses accessed by various cores are located into different cache lines. This problem is solved by using alignment (padding). Whereas the second principle used by the model is "temporal locality". According to this principle blocks of data (variables) were grouped where reference to code is executed repeatedly with a high probability. Applying this principle reduces the threads time spent for accessing the shared data in the cache.
Conclusion
Enhancing performance models of dynamic systems can be achieved by increasing the efficiency of real-time computing processes schedules by minimizing CPU time [19] . In this case, requests for all parallel threads of models having hard deadlines are periodic with a constant interval between requests [20] .
In this research, an optimized parallel model of the coupled harmonic oscillator is introduced. The developed model is used to study a fixed priority scheduling algorithm for real-time parallel threads execution. Taking into account the errors of basic parameters of the simulated process, the generated oscillations of the proposed parallel realization are almost identical to the actual solution of the harmonic oscillator model. Moreover, based on the obtained results, the introduced model can be used as a simple benchmark for determining delay in multi-core systems.
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